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The following 10 tips will help achieve maximum results 
when using a teleprompter, placing you in control.  

This guide is meant to provide both the essentials and 
expert tips that speakers and prompter operators don’t 
know.   

Read on! 

1. Do you have the correct setup? 

Improper positioning can drastically affect your speaker and the event!   
Presidential-style (AKA Stage or Speech) teleprompting stands are placed 
45-degrees from the two lectern corners, 5-8 feet apart.  Width will vary 
upon the size of your audience or venue.  A basic rule of thumb is to have 
the center of both mirrors positioned so the speaker’s eyeline is focused 
about halfway back in the audience, towards the middle left and right sides.   

Using a TeleStepper allows you to position mirror heights robotically.  In 
rehearsal, your speakers should adhere to the above rules.  If utilizing a 
hand-held remote, simply record their height as a number on the remote 
(for example, a 6’ tall speaker would be equivalent to remote position #21). 

If you prefer to control the stand height using TeleStepper’s simple GUI 
computer interface, speaker heights can be saved in the program in 
speaker order, and by name.  



2. Know your speaker- and the script! 

If possible, research your speaker beforehand.  Are they someone who 
stays on script? Or perhaps they ad-lib and tell multiple jokes that are 
nowhere to be found!  Prior to the meeting or event, talk with the organizer, 
sponsor or speaker and determine their delivery style. 

Whenever possible, request a hard-copy of your speaker’s presentation.  If 
the presenter goes off-script, you’ll know where they are- and see larger 
sections of text, which helps the operator. 

Another resource is to utilize a member of the speaker’s team who knows 
their delivery style.  Many a performance has been saved when a watchful 
backstage team member says, “He skipped this paragraph…now he’s 
here!”   Remember… teleprompting is an art. 

3. Utilize professional scrolling software 

The best software reviews are made by seasoned prompter operators - not 
paid magazine staff members!  After evaluating a wide variety of packages, 
Presentation Prompter software was a winner.  It’s a simple, drag and drop 
program that is intuitive, fluid and configurable.  It can easily be used 
alongside TeleStepper’s GUI computer-control stand software. 

A USB scrollwheel is an absolute necessity for any prompter operator.  It 
results in fluid text scrolling, and will dampen sudden text pauses which can 
distract the speaker.  Voice-activated prompting is NOT recommended for 
live performances!                   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

4. Keep a conversational tone 

As a speaker, your presentation needs to be natural and have a 
conversational tone. Pay attention to how you speak with family and 
friends.  Don’t attempt to be someone you’re not!  Notice how you choose 



words to emphasize, rather than having a monotone delivery.  If necessary, 
practice aloud, ahead of time and if possible, with seasoned presenters 
who will provide valuable feedback.  As a prompter operator, reassure the 
speaker THEY control the text scroll speed, not the prompter operator. 

5. Practice! 

Read through the script out loud twice before rehearsing with the robotic 
teleprompter.   You’ll notice a definite difference in your delivery from when 
you read to yourself and how it sounds out loud!  This method allows you to 
familiarize yourself ahead of time, make edits and approach the lectern 
poised and confident.  Remember that speech comprehension is the 
ultimate goal for the presenter!  

6. Teleprompting fonts-  

For best clarity, use a sans-serif font such as Arial, in a bold format.  For 
presidential-style teleprompting, 85-96pt is best.   Use underline to 
enunciate words instead of parentheses, and refrain from writing in all 
caps, which suggest the speaker should be shouting!  Line spacing should 
be set at 1-1/2, and do not leave more than 2 lines between paragraphs, 
which helps keep the script moving at a consistent pace.  If you need to 
pause, write (Pause) in color in your script to make non-spoken commands 
obvious.  

7. Take your time 

The best things in life don’t come fast or easy.  It’s human nature for novice 
speakers to want to rush and get through that speech.  Here’s an effective 
tip: pay attention to the punctuation in your script.  Pause when you pass 
commas, and actually STOP when you have a period.  After making a key 



point or anecdote, utilize a long pause to increase the importance and 
make your audience comprehend! 

8. Partner with your teleprompter operator 

Arrive early or meet ahead of time and review the script with your operator.  
Make sure they know the words you want to emphasize by bolding or 
underlining, even italics.   If you have notes you do not want read, use 
brackets sparingly.  For indoor prompting, white fonts on black 
backgrounds work best.  For outdoor prompting, use a black font on white 
background.  Using a tall shroud around your teleprompting monitors will 
greatly help control sunlight in outdoor events.  Tinted or full mirrors may be 
required in bright light or outdoor sun, so carry three sets with you.  If you 
do not have either, a black piece of paper attached to the rear of the glass 
will work! 

9.Multiple speaker tips 

A robotic teleprompter is the perfect solution for multiple speakers at one 
event.  This is where the TeleStepper robotic, rise-and-fall teleprompter is 
valuable!  Use it to remotely adjust to the specific height of each speaker, 
which ensures you’ll make eye contact.  Eye contact is one of the most 
effective ways to enhance your message and build trust with your 
audience.  Consider color-coding the script to avoid confusion with who is 
talking next, and adding bookmarks for stress-free rehearsals.  In addition, 
a robotic, rise-and-fall teleprompter will remotely lower from view when you 
are finished for question-and-answer sessions or media photography.      

10.Lastly, smile and have fun! 



Smiling demonstrates you're passionate about your presentation and 
you’re confident, which ensures a better connection with your audience! 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

About the Author:  

PresenterTek was founded in 2014 by Engineer Thom Tanner with an idea that 
stage & speech teleprompters must be extremely useful, reliable and cost-
effective.  After assisting his brother in many high-stress, live events, Thom 
initially developed the TeleStepper robotic teleprompter with fellow Engineer 
Steve McNerney for use with the director of special effects at LucasFilm.  Soon 
after, it was unveiled at the California Democratic convention, and then chosen as 
the official teleprompter for the White House Communications Agency (WHCA) 
for use with the United States President and Vice-President.  Many happy clients 
later, TeleStepper grew to be a familiar name in the teleprompting and audio-
visual community.    

Today, after many hours of engineering, design validation and practical testing, 
PresenterTek offers a variety of robotic audiovisual speaking products which are 
rugged enough for permanent installations or travelling use.  TeleStepper is 
perfect for political, corporate, higher education, hospitality and Houses of 



Worship.  For more information, contact PresenterTek at www.presentertek.com 
or (530)-470-6188.                                                             

http://www.presentertek.com
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